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Take this perfectly portable little book along wherever you go, and you ll always be ready for a

refreshing coloring adventure! Each of these 28 cheerful art activities is perfect for decorating with

markers, watercolors, colored pencils, gel pens, or crayons. Small enough to color anywhere, but

big enough for creative fun, the Color Joy Coloring Book is printed on high quality, extra-thick paper

that won t bleed through. It s great for use in waiting rooms, during lunch break, at kid s soccer

practice, or wherever you can find a few moments of downtime."
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Portable, 1 sided coloring book. I shared a few pictures so you can see the size and bleed to the

opposite side of paper. Pictures need to be justified right as the drawing goes too close to the

binding on about half of the pages. Cute gift for $5.

I bought one of Valentina's other 'On-the-Go' books, and after I received it, I immediately ordered

the other two. These smaller books measure 5.25" x 8.25", so they are slightly larger than some of

the other I have, but still small enough to fit in my purse (I uploaded a photo comparing it to a full

size coloring book). The variety of designs is really good, and most are simple enough to easily

finish in less than an hour--perfect for when you just have a little time to relax. Sometimes I don't

have the patience or time for an intricate full-page design. (See my photos).*The paper is nice and

thick, and my Stabilo 88 Neon markers only bled through a tiny bit, but not enough to transfer to the



next page.*Works beautifully with colored pencils (in my photos I used Spectrum Noir.)*The designs

are single sided, with a quote and blank lines on the back of each one.The designs are mostly

flowers and birds, but there are also a couple of full page designs (see my photos).I really like this

book and I plan to order several more for my nieces and daughter for Christmas!

Lovely prints and very soothing to color. I also appreciate the quotes and sayings. I've concluded

that it's not about how quickly or neatly you can color a design. It's about your journey in completing

it and how much you've enjoyed whatever therapeutic benefits you've had while coloring.

I got a few of these books for my wife, and she absolutely loves them! They are a great size, and

the pages contain gobs of detail to color in.

I've really enjoyed the adult coloring books lately and am always on the lookout for books with a

different theme or look. I particularly love the ones that are a little bit smaller.Great things about the

coloring book:1. perfect size2. fairly stiff paper, so it's fairly easy to color on your lapNot crazy

about:the style (too many circles). I realize this is a personal style preference so I just gave it to one

of my daughters who enjoys it quite a lot.I bought this and another on-the-go coloring book by the

same artist, but they just weren't for me.

I have recently gotten into adult coloring for relaxation & just for fun. So far I am loving it. I am really

attracted to Valentina Harper's design's & have bought several of her coloring books from . I receive

excellent service from them. If you have the coloring bug this coloring book is for you. Highly

recommended! You won't regret!

Great for anyone who has PTSD, depression, anxiety or just likes to color. Don't have to be a kid to

enjoy it.

And this mini coloring book is no exception to her beautiful artwork. If you have many/all of her

books then a lot of the pictures in here will be familiar to you, but I don't mind coloring some of them

again at all. I love the size of this book because I can put it in my purse and color pretty much

anywhere.
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